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Discussions on the trans-Tasman nexus
Australia-New Zealand economic
relations will come under close
scrutiny at one of the most high
powered and comprehensive conferences of its kind 'Australia-New
Zealand Economic Relations —
Issues for the 1980s' to be held at
ANlTs Coombs Lecture Theatre
from 12 to 14 August
The conference is intended to
serve as a top level forum to stimulate public awareness and discussion of the main policy issues involved in the movement towards a
closer economic relationship between the two countries.
Speakers at the conference will
include key people in their respective areas from both countries including
government
officials,
manufacturers, and representatives
of trade unions, farmers' federations, seamen's unions and the
major shipping company on the
Tasman, Union Shipping, and academics.

Can the blind be taught to write and
if so how well — Dr Iain Macleod
feels that they can be taught to write
fairly fluently and speedily. During
an extended visit last year to the
Artificial Language Laboratory in
Michigan State University's Computer Science Department, he developed a computer based handwriting training system for the blind
Dr Macleod, who is a Fellow in
the Department of Engineering
Physics, Research School of
Physical Sciences, has since been
investigating the possibility of implementing and refining the system
in Australia and has received
inquiries from several organisations
for the physically handicapped.
Handwriting, Dr Macleod says,
is more a learned motor skill than a
visual skill. This is evident from the
ability of some persons who experienced blindness after learning to
write and who continue to write
fluently for years afterwards. Again
with their eyes closed, sighted persons can usually write short phrases
without great difficulty. Nonetheless,
it is difficult to acquire writing skills
without vision.
Although braille and typesetting
can meet many of a blind person's
requirements, handwriting is still a
very useful skill. It is very desirable
where signatures are required, for
filling forms and so on. Moreover,
acquisition of even limited writing
skills can help boost a blind person's
confidence and dignity.
Dr Macleod worked with the
Laboratory's blind system analyst/
communication
enhancement
specialist, Mr J.J. Jackson. In his
initial discussion with staff from the
Michigan Schgool for the Blind,
specialist, Mr J.J. Jackson. In initial
discussion with staff from the
Michigan School for the Blind, it
became apparent that a computer
based approach had the potential to
overcome some of the significant
disadvantages of existing methods
for teaching handwriting to the blind.
The computer based system
gives trainees information about pen
movements and letter shapes in non-

It will be opened by the Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister for
Trade and Resources, Mr Doug Anthony. It is being jointly sponsored
by the University's Public Affairs
Bureau and the Australia-New Zealand Foundations, Canberra and
Wellington. While much of the
stimulus and organisation is being
provided by ANU, the conference is
substantially funded by the A-NZ
Foundations.
Among the topics for discussion
will be the medium term perspectives on Australian and New Zealand economic performance and its
implication
for
trans-Tasman
trade. Sectoral panels will concentrate on agriculture and forest products, energy, sea transport, manufacturing and industrial adjustment,
emergence of a common labour
market and the implications for the
trade union movement.
The Secretary of the A-NZ
Foundation in Canberra, Mr David

Evans, described the conference as
'the most important venture' supported by the Foundation and said
that the 'results of the conference,
which brings together leaders in
many fields, will be of interest to
both Governments'.
A significant parallel event with
the conference will be talks at the
political level in Canberra on the
future of the Australia-New Zealand
Free
Trade
Agreement
(NAFTA) between the New Zealand Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr
Brian Talboys, and the Australian
Government. The conference at
ANU will give people with an interest in the ministerial talks an opportunity to express their views in a
public forum.
The discussions on economic relations between the two countries
received considerable stimulus when
the Australian Prime Minister, Mr
Malcolm Fraser, visited Wellington

in March this year for consultations
with his New Zealand counterpart,
Mr R D . Muldoon, about the prospects for establishing a closer economic relationship between the two
countries. The forthcoming ministerial talks in Canberra will review
the progress so far.
Among some of those watching
the conference with particular interest will be Sir Peter Derham,
Chairman of the A-NZ Foundation
in Australia. The New Zealand
Foundation will be represented by
Mr Ken Footer. The Australian
Foundation has been very active in
promoting relations between the two
countries at different levels. It has
arranged visits to Australia of New
Zealand journalists and parliamentarians, and commissioned studies
on particular aspects relating to the
two countries. But the Foundation is
overstretched as the demand for its
services has already outstripped its
resources.

ANU has people with particular
expertise about aspects of New Zealand on its staff and can be expected
to make a substantial contribution to
the promotion of a new economic
climate between Australia and New
Zealand In fact several members of
the University are closely involved
with the organisation of the forthcoming conference. Two of them,
Alan and Robin Burnett, recently
visited New Zealand to contact
various people and organisations for
the planning of the conference.
An interesting feature of the conference is that although economic
discussions will dominate proceedings, non-economic issues will be
treated as well. There will be a
dinner address by Professor Geoffrey Blainey entitled 'On the
Cultural and Social Dimensions of
the Australia-New Zealand Relationship'. At the conclusion of the
conference Mr Anthony will open
the 'Tangata Exhibition' at the
National Library.

Computer based writing
system for the blind
Above: Example of Jerome Jackson s signature before computer training.
Below: Jerome Jackson s signature after 10 practice sessions with computer
model
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visual form during handwriting
exercises. In this way it is possible
to alleviate some of the problems
which lack of vision presents when
trying to learn handwriting skills.
The objective of the computer based
approach is to improve the trainee's
awareness of spatial position of the
writing implement and knowledge of
letter shapes.
The system uses a digitiser 'pen'
whose position can be determined
by the computer. During handwriting exercises, a wrist cuff containing

eight small vibrators stimulates the
top/left/bottom/right of the wrist to
indicate that to follow the exercise
path the pen should be moved up/
left/down/right and so on. High/low
audio tones from stereo loudspeakers
indicate whether the pen is above/
below or to the left/right of the
exercise path.
Synthesised speech from the
computer is used to tell the trainee
when to start the exercise and when
to raise/lower the pen, to describe
the direction and shape of the paths

being followed, to warn of impending changes of shape such as
comers and reversals, to announce
the name of each new letter as it is
started, to prompt the trainee if
he/she is not moving or is too far off
the exercise path, and to announce
average tracking accuracy and execution time on completion of the
exercise.
The synthesised speech provides
'landmarks' for trainees during the
exercises and helps increase their
awareness of position within a letter
or word and their anticipation of
changes in shape. It is a very
important component of the system.
Trainees take from 5 to 15 hours
of instruction to become adept at
tracking exercise paths. They then
start to discern fine details in the
paths being followed and to perceive
differences between their pen movements and these paths while doing
the exercises.
The system accepts a wide range
of pen movements as valid approximations to the model paths, but it

gently and consistently promotes
conformity to the model such that a
trainee's initially distorted letters
become better and better formed
with practice. Freehand 'pencil and
paper' exercises accompany the
computer based instruction. When
speed of execution of the computer
exercises increases, the trainees are
relying more on 'muscle memory',
kinesthetics and planning than on
computer guidance and the skills
acquired transfer readily to pencil
and paper. Skills also transfer fairly
strongly between exercises.
The results of initial experiments
are promising, and system development and evaluation are continuing.
It is hoped to devise a classroom
portable version of the system so
that the techniques developed can be
made available to a much wider
population of blind people.
Dr Macleod will be presenting
the results of this research at the
Eighth World Computer Congress
in Tokyo this October.

books
with Madan Nagrath

An altered system of thought
about problems

sort of development is part of the historical process.
^There is a call for a deliberate or
conscious input by authorities designed to create conditions conducive
to the fulfilment of human needs', Dr
Burton writes. 'Such an input at the
human level is consistent with genetic inputs at other levels that are
described as adaptive behaviour; the
nature of the input is determined not
by ideology or belief systems, but by
reference to such adaptive processes
as empirically appear to be required
of social organisations that survive'.

The widespread nature of deviance
to be deduced from consistent reand protest, violent and peaceful,
sponse and lastly the need for a sense
makes the publication of this book
Moreover, this will involve
of control which he defines as a
Deviance Terrorism & War — The
changed behaviour not only by de'defence mechanism: if other needs
Process of Solving Unsolved Social
viants but by power elites at the
are fully met then there is no need for
and Political Problems by Dr John
individual and group level to ensure
control'.
solution of problems. 'Problem solvBurton, Reader in International ReHis ideas cut across the present
ing processes avoid bargaining and
lations at the University of Kent,
boundaries of formal organisation of
power confrontations and contribute
Canterbury, and a Director of the
knowledge and he involves many
to rational behaviouf. The control
Centre for the Analysis of Conflict,
disciplines (including the bemechanisms to ensure the acceptmost timely.
havioural sciences, social sciences,
ance of those processes would be
The book is in three parts — first
philosophy, psychology, history,
values attached to relationships.
the author discusses problem solving
political science, anthropology, bias distinct from the usual processes
Dr Burton applies his theories
ology and problem solving as a disof decision making, second the asthrough the whole spectrum of socicipline) to find appropriate means
sumptions which appear to underlie
ety from the problems of the great
not only to define needs more preinternational powers down and the
conventional thought about decisely but also to solve the problems
principles relate also to personal recisions. From this comes an alterpresented by their lack of fulfilment.
lationships, where they apparently
nate set of assumptions which he exThere is already a considerable
originated.
amines in the third part.
body of knowledge about problem
Dr Burton suggests that deviance
' It needs to be emphasised that the
solving but he suggests that the task
(including 'crime'), terrorism and
development of an alternate parafor science now is to give us more
war are efforts towards the satisdigm and theory is not an exercise
facts about problem solving and
faction of fundamental needs and
designed to alter reality — either
human needs undistorted by ideolobehavioural responses to the encan be regarded as problems of how
gies. Solutions involve 'an accurate
vironment or the environment — but
to enable people to fill their needs
analysis of the total situation, knowlto alter the base from which reality is
rather than how to force them to
edge of the reasons for social beperceived and from which decisions
conform to rules which are obviously
haviour, probably altered attitudes
are taken about deliberate changes in
blocking their fulfilment. Decisions
and, perhaps, changed environmenit', Dr Burton writes.
which influence a society should
tal conditions'. This would mean
come as the answers to problems
altering relationships which now exThe author is concerned essenposed by the members of that society
ist in the social order and evidence of tially with 'an altered system of
and not merely be restrictions to this happening is already apparent.
thought about problems'.
keep the status quo. Problems could
The satisfaction of these fundaEducated at the Universities of
be 'resolved' and not just 'settled'.
mental needs is a universal driving
Sydney, Melbourne and London,
In a closely written, well reaforce. He sees no fault attaching to John Burton joined the Australian
soned and documented argument the person who tries to defend the
Public Service in 1937 and rose to be
and with an extensive bibliography,
the Permanent Head of the Departneed satisfaction he has already obhe postulates that scientific investi- tained, just as there is no fault attachment of External Affairs in 1947. He
gation should be directed towards ing to the person who tries to fulfil his held several overseas posts and beascertaining needs more accurately needs.
gan his academic career at A N U in
so that the problems to be solved
1952 and was with the Department
One reason for non-compliance
become more clearly defined. How- of law is that 'legal values tend to of International Relations until 1962.
ever, he suggests that basic needs are reflect the interest and cultures of the Subsequently he developed the
not confined to' goods for having' but elite'. Signs are emerging of the teaching of international relations,
more importantly 'goods for being'. recognition of needs and their re- with special reference to conflict
He endorses eight needs, the first lationship to problems in social and resolution, at the University of Lonfour being: a need for response and political areas; there is a new per- don.
consistency in response (response spective in dealing with those conDr Burton is the author of several
being 'reaction to the actor's be- victed by the courts, from not sendbooks including Conflict and Comhaviour'), stimulation, security, rec- ing criminals to prison to lighter munication: the Use of Controlled
ognition. Out of these four develop sentences; some courts are acting on Communication
in
International
others — the fifth being distributive the no-fault basis particularly as far Relations.
justice (an appropriate response or as matrimonial disputes are con- Deviance Terrorism & War: The Process of
reward in terms of experience and cerned and some industrial firms are Solving Unsolved Social and Political
expectations), sixth the need to ap- trying to break the 'we-they' dicho- Problems, by John Burton, A N U Press,
1979, pp 240, $26.50 (cloth).
pear rational, the need for meaning tomous conflict. He claims that this
A very successful campus sale has been of great encouragement to ANU Press. The management has been
restructured to meet the immediate challenges of the 1980s. A small committee consisting of Mr Brian Clouston
(Director), Dr Godfrey Linge (Chairman), Dr Richard Barwick and DrBen Selinger, has been established by the
ANU Press Board to maintain close and active links between publisher, academia and the University
administration.

Council
Items considered by the Council
of the Australian National University on Friday 11 July 1980 included those mentioned below.
Membership of Council. Professor Liu Ts'un-yan has been reelected to Council until 31 December 1982, when he will be retiring
from the University. The reappointment of Professor Liu along with Dr
M.W. McElhinny, re-elected by the
non-professorial staff in the Institute, and Dr B.K. Selinger, elected
by non-professorial staff in the
School, will be effective from 30
September 1980. Dr McElhinny's
and Dr Selinger's terms of office will
be for three years.
Pro-Chancellorship. Mr Justice
R A . Blackburn has accepted reappointment as Pro-Chancellor for
three years from 1 January 1981.
Education services. Council approved the establishment of a new
Division of Educational Services.
The constituents of the Division will
be: Careers and Appointments Office, Centre for Continuing Education, Communication and Study
Skills Unit, Counselling Centre (including the Part-time and Matureage Studies Unit) and Office for Research in Academic methods. (A
detailed article on the new Division
will appear in a later issue of the
Reporter.).
ANU TAPE Prize. Council approved that the value of the Australian National University T A P E
Prize be increased to $200. The
prize is awarded annually to the
most meritorious student undertaking a certificate course at a college
of technical and further education in
the ACT.
Professorial Pellowship. Council approved the establishment in
1981 of a Professorial Pellowship in
the Mount Stromlo and Siding
Spring Observatories, Research
School of Physical Sciences, and the
taking of steps to fill it.
Membership of student organisations. Council noted the opinion
of its Committee on Student Organisations that every student organisation had sufficient separate income
in 1980 to meet the cost of those activities which might not be lawfully

funded from the General Services
Pee.
It resolved to indicate to the student organisations that in circumstances where funds were required
which might not be lawfully derived
from the General Services Pee or
from other sources available to
them, there should be a membership fee paid by those who had
elected to join the organisation.
Council invited each organisation
to advise the Vice-Chancellor by the
end of July on an appropriate level
of fee, if any, for 1981 with a view to
a recommendation to Council being
made by the August meeting of the
Standing Committee.
Housing policy. Council resolved
to invite the Vice-Chancellor to es-'
tablish a committee of Council of six
members including two student
members of Council to advise Council, through the Pinance Committee
on financial matters, on the propositions set out in the repoirt of the
Co-ordinating Committee on University Student Accommodation.
Diploma courses. Council approved the establishment of three
new diploma courses: Graduate Diploma in Accounting, Graduate Diploma in Public Economic Policy
and Graduate Diploma in Science.
It further approved that the titles of
the Diploma in Economics and
Diploma in International Law be
amended to Graduate Diploma in
Economics and Graduate Diploma
in International Law.
ANU Press. Dr G.J. Linge, Professorial Pellow in the Department
of Human Geography, Research
School of Pacific Studies, has been
appointed a member of the Editorial
Board of ANU Press from 11 July
1980 in place of Professor W.D.
Crow who has resigned from the
Board.
Careers and appointments. Mr
A.J.R Yencken, member appointed
to the Careers and Appointments
Advisory committee, has been reappointed to the Committee for the
remainder of his membership of
Council.
Buildings and Grounds Committee. Council approved the reappointment of Mr I. Nolan and appointment of Miss L.M. Tarrant to
membership of its Buildings and
Grounds Committee for one year
from 11 July 1980.

Financial assistance needed to
support new project to help
the unemployed
The A N U Unemployment Action
Group which recently set up a Work
Resource Centre (WRC) on the
campus is asking for financial support from members of the University community to support this campus based project
The basic purpose of WRC is to
promote, co-ordinate and contribute
to work being done by any individual or group about unemployment — its causes and consequences, and programs to reduce it.
The intention is to make this work
relevant and accessible to the unemployed, and to individuals and organisations in the community who
are working with them.
With co-operation and material
assistance from the University, the
Action Group has secured premises
and office equipment for WRC. It is
presently being staffed on a voluntary basis (ext 4484), but to become really effective it needs three
part-time project officers, and recurrent funding for administration,
publications and so on.
The Action Group has organised

Payroll Deduction Scheme. It provides a simple and convenient way
for members of the University to
contribute a small portion of their
income to a project which promises
to make a small, yet important and
distinctive, contribution to improving the situation of the unemployed.

First occupant
of Chair
Professor A.J. Birch, Research
School of Chemistry, who retires in
1980, has been asked to be the first
occupant of the new Newton-Abraham Chair in Oxford for 1981. This
Chair is in the field of medical,
biological or chemical studies. The
post carries with it a Professorial
Fellowship in Lincoln College. Professor Birch has also been invited by
Unesco to be a member of a Commission in August 1980, to investigate research and teaching in universities in the People's Republic of
China, with a view to recommending assistance under aid programs.

Outlook

Libraries in the
1980s: information
overload?
by Colin Steele
Mr C . R Steele is Acting Librarian in A N U

Many articles and books have appeared recently which indicate
that society is now entering the 'information age'. Authors, such as
Alvin Toffler in his recent book The Third Wave, have argued that
this constitutes a revolution similar to the agricultural and industrial revolutions of the last two centuries. The mechanism of this
information revolution is embodied in improvements within international and domestic telecommunications, such as satellites,
teletext and digital data network systems, and by increasingly
sophisticated storage and transmission devices such as minicomputers and videodiscs.
Where does the Library stand in
such developments — will it disappear in its present form as a repository of information contained in
books, serials and microforms? Sadly
for those who might see the revolution in information transfer technology as a solution to some library
problems, the new medium will not
replace conventional messages, at
least in the short term.

Task more complex
Just as television has not replaced the cinema, as once thought,
so the new technologies only complement existing sources of information and thus make the task of the
librarian/information provider and
the user more complex.
The vast majority of information
received by libraries is still in conventional hard copy format and there
is little immediate evidence that the
publishing or information industries
will drastically change their modes of
provision of information in the early
1980s. There will be no such thing as
the ANU Library in microfiche or an
ANU on-line library in practical
terms.
Librarians are not emphatically
wedded to the book and are not slow
to adopt new technologies (too quick.

some might argue), but as the
Librarian of the University of British
Columbia wrote in April 1980 in the
UBC Alumni Chronicle 'The book
has not been dethroned as the repository of information'.
It was interesting in this respect to
note that a significant number of
delegates attending a conference,
People and Information: Making the
Connection in the Satellite Age, in
Sydney in early July were to be seen
in the lunch hour browsing in several
nearby antiquarian bookshops!
In simplistic terms there is also a
user problem, as publishers have
found out to their cost, vis-a-vis the
new technologies. How many people
take a microform to bed? Similarly,
the electronic television newspaper is
still some way off Bruce Coward has
written in the UK Bookseller for 5
April 1980: 'It seems unlikely that
the advent of informatics (the provision of information by electronics)
will have much effect on general
trade publishing. After all, no one in
his right mind is likely to want to read
. . . a biography off a television
screen'.

Electronic format
It is likely tnat the main types of
on-line journal will be those dis-

playing scientific 'hard' data 'Viewdata' or 'Prestel' type television information services overseas have
concentrated on the provision of'instant' information, such as stock exchange prices and news (probably of
the Keesings Contemporary Archives variety in the future). The
Canadians believe that the Dictionary of Canadian Biography is unlikely to appear in its next edition in
book form but will rather be stored
and updated in electronic format.
The implementation by Telecom
in the early 1980s of digital data
transfer systems and of a domestic
satellite service by public and/or
private companies will enable those
in the remoter parts of Australia to
gain access to information without
the present punitive telecommunication charges. It is thus cheaper by
two-thirds for a library in, say,
Townsville to use the data bases held
in California than those located in
Melbourne.

Science data bases
The successful implementation in
June 1979 by OTC of its MIDAS
telecommunication link to the United
States has dramatically reduced telecommunication costs to such services as Lockheed Information
Systems DIALOG service. This
is only one of a number of
US data base providers and yet
DIALOG in itself offers more than
110 individual data bases containing over 35 million records. These
data bases range in the sciences from
Geoarchive to Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau Abstracts and in the
social sciences and humanities from
Modem Languages
Association
Bibliography to Economic Abstracts
International
Since 1 July certain science data
bases in the DIALOG system have
been made available in the ANU
Library via terminals in the Life
Sciences and Medical Sciences
libraries. Later in the year terminals
in the J.B. Chifley and R G . Menzies Buildings will provide access to
selected data bases in the social
sciences and the humanities (see
Library Information Sheet 8/1980
for details). For certain types of data
the computer in Palo Alto, California,
can scan 35,000 references in a few
seconds, which could take days or
weeks to find in printed indexes.
The need, however, for careful
search profiles is all important on

intellectual and economic grounds.
The Library imposes a charge for
these services in order to recoup data
base, telecommunication and certain
staff costs. In an era of budgetary
cutbacks for the University and the
Library, charging for such services is
inevitable unless direct subsidies are
provided or other parts of the
Library's services are curtailed. The
ANU Library has therefore followed
the pattern of most other Australian
and overseas libraries in imposing
charges for on-line data base services.

Video disc format
The total amount of information
in these data bases is awesome to
contemplate and raises innumerable
questions, eg can there be too much
information provided, does access increase the number of inter-library
loans required, who selects the information and on what basis, are such
bases yet another example of intellectual imperialism or domination by
multinational companies, can a rich
student 'buy' better results by having a search undertaken, etc.?
In this context the Harvard Law
Library's modus operandi has been
revolutionised by students accessing
case histories on terminals through
the law data base LEXIS. These are
but some of the issues that technological information changes present.
The problems of libraries in the
1980s, such as the need for new
library buildings and the spiralling
costs of books and serials, will not be
resolved by the technological
changes cited above, rather they will
probably add to them. Publishers
seem loath to switch to publishing on
demand or in microform, although
the price of a UK academic book
doubled between 1975 and 1979.
While it has been estimated that 100
video discs could hold the information of the 18 million volumes of the
Library of Congress, the cost of data
transfer and input into the video disc
format would be economically prohibitive at present. The weak link in
the whole chain is the cost of data
entry.

Global village
The scholars in the field of, say,
Anglo-Saxon history often bemoan
the scarcity of the surviving evidence, be it pottery, manuscripts or
whatever, but perhaps they should
count themselves fortunate. The increasing flood of twentieth century
information is a virtue or a vice depending on one's standpoint, but
libraries as the main organisations responsible for the effective provision
of information will undoubtedly find
their role more vital than ever in the
real 'global village' of the 1980s and
beyond.

Accessing Lockheed
Information
Service
Systems
DIALOG
computer at Palo Alto in San Francisco is Ms Margot Bremner of the
University Library. Ms Bremner,
who is a librarian in the Medical
Sciences Library, is obtaining information through the MIDAS telecommunication link in Sydney. The
information is received here from
San Francisco instantaneously.

Reporter information
ANU Reporter is published every
three weeks from February to
November. The next issue will be
published on Friday 15 August for
which the copy closing date is
Thursday 7 August, am, and which
covers the Diary period from 21
August to 10 September.
General inquiries should be referred to the Editor on ext 4170/
2229, while inquiries about service
columns, such as Classified and
Diary, should be referred to John
Dash on ext 2633/2229.
Articles and other material published mANU Reporter may be used
without prior reference; however,
an acknowledgement of the source
will be appreciated.
Editor: Madan Nagrath.

Group to discuss
Southeast Asia
The Dean of the Faculty of Asian
Studies is organising an informal
group of university staff, research
students, and members of the Canberra community interested in
Southeast Asia. The idea is to provide a point of contact through
which a wide audience can be notified of activities of interest These
might include seminar series, visits
by academics involved in the area,
and the like.
Ultimately it is hoped that members of the group might meet occasionally to discuss the nature and
place of Southeast Asian studies at
ANU from a much broader perspective than is possible from within one
school or faculty.
If you would like to be placed on
the group's mailing list please contact Mrs Joan Wedhom, ext 3207.

Seats available for
graduation ceremony
Members of the University are reminded that seats are available at
the graduation ceremony to be held
at Canberra School of Music on
Thursday 7 August at 2.30 pm.
The Chancellor, Sir John Crawford, will confer degrees on graduates in the Faculties and Research
Schools, and honorary degrees on
Emeritus Professor P.H. Partridge,
Mr Reginald Sprigg, and Dame
Joan Sutherland.
Those interested are requested to
call Jean Wilson, University Information, ext 2229, for tickets.

Listening and
helping skills
The Counselling Centre is extending an invitation to general and academic staff members to join a group
set up to improve listening and helping skills.
Counsellors Margaret Evans and
Geoff Mortimore ask — How do
you respond when someone needs to
talk over something personal with
you? Do you get embarrassed or
anxious? Do you feel satisfied with
the way you handled the situation?
How do you respond in a social or
teaching situation to someone you
dislike? Are there other ways of
dealing with that person? What are
the effects on you of being isolated
from your colleagues on an important issue?
Those interested in learning new
ways to handle such situations, to
meet staff from other disciplines and
to hear their ideas on these matters
should phone 49 2442. The next
meeting is at 7.30 pm in the Group
Room of the Counselling Centre on
Tuesday 5 August.
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Letters
Twins help research
I draw your attention to a news item,
in your issue of 4 July, concerning
the twin study being conducted by
Dr Martin and Miss Jardine.
I wish to point out that Miss Jardine is not employed by the Research School of Biological Sciences
but is a full-time honours student in

the Department of Psychology; that
the work is being conducted by her
alone; that it forms the basis of her
honours project; and that it is being
jointly supervised by a member of
the staff of this department and by
Dr Martin, from whose own work in
part it derives.
G.N. Seagrim
Department of Psychology

. . we may be able to use the ion beams as a
means of communication from our hemisphere
to another without relying on radio
communication'.

Note: This article was based on
information supplied to this office.
On the face of it there was no reason to doubt its veracity and so it
was published in good faith as is
other information coming from University sources. The overall responsibility, however, remains with the
editor, and sincere apologies are extended to Professor Seagrim and
those concerned. — E d

General staff training
and development news
As readers have probably realised,
this recently introduced column in
the Reporter is a result of the University's considerations on general
staff training and development. In
the previous issues of the Reporter
were highlighted two practical outcomes of the initiative: staff induction and pre-retirement planning.
Many other proposals will shortly be
put to the University in the form of a
general staff training and development policy. The policy document is
the result, largely, of ideas from general staff of the University themselves.
To continue this column, there is
a need for staff to advise on all
training and development activities
that are already happening in the
University. Peter Green, Senior
Technical Officer, who was seconded to the Secretary's Division to
work on the policy, has now returned to the Research School of
Chemistry. All matters relating to
staff development should now be referred to Neil Gray, Coordinator,
Community Affairs, ext 3657.

Training films
On Wednesday 30 July at 12.30
pm, two films will be shown in the
Research School of Chemistry Lecture Theatre. Both are video arts
films, starring John Cleese, and will
be of value to anyone who participates in interviews or attends meetings.
Manhunt (31 mins). Why do so
many good managers make bad interviewers? Not because the techniques are difficult, but because they
think they don't need them. They
are privately confident that they
know a good man when they see
one, and thafs that. John Cleese
portrays three managerial types who
exemplify three common faults —
Ethelred The Unready, Ivan The
Terrible, and William The Silent.

Sports and
recreation news
Traditional
Chinese
massage.
There are still a few places available in this course, which runs in
second semester. You will learn
both the practical methods of massage, as well as an introduction to
the principles behind Chinese medicine.
Women's self defence. A course for
10-12 weeks (2 sessions a week) has
been designed to show you how to
prevent, recognise, avoid and deal
with muggings, rip-offs, physical assaults, and rape situations.
The classes are on Monday and
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Meetings Bloody Meetings (30
mins). The objective of this film is to
make everyone in the organisation
vividly, even painfully, aware of the
damage they do when they approach
a meeting with the wrong attitude,
and to point out the fairly simple
disciplines and techniques available
for making meetings shorter, more
productive and more satisfying.

AITEA
The main event in the next few
weeks is the 4th National Conference of the Australian Institute of
Tertiary Educational Administrators from 15 to 17 August, in Brisbane.
The next local event will be a
dinner meeting on Thursday, 28
August, when a panel of speakers
will discuss 'Industrial Relations'.
More details will be available in the
next issue of the Reporter.
For further information on
AITEA, please contact Graham
Jackson, ext. 2534.

Personal Adviser
to Staff

Spacelab in orbit shomng ion and electron beams leaving the PICPAB
experiment In the lower right corner is the ion gun experiment which is
about 40cm high.

Particle beams
from Spacelab
by RW. Boswell
Senior Research Fellow, Plasma Research Laboratory

In the small seaside town of
Noordwijk in Holland, just north of
the mouth of the old Rhine, is
Discussion Group on the De- located the European Space and
veloping Child. There has been Technology Centre (ESTEC). Unsome response to the idea of having perturbed and perhaps unaware of
a discussion group on the behaviour the comings and goings of the locals,
of the developing child. However, it occupies a large complex on the
the response indicates that there are safe side of the dunes which keep
two categories of parental interest: the North Sea at a secure distance.
childhood and early adolescence. In the spring Noordwijk is surWe need more people to get these rounded by bulb fields in full bloom
groups going — so come and join us! and in summer it takes on the
Teaching of English Language appearance of a bustling Ruhr
Skills. A staff member has ex- village.
pressed interest in tea hing English
It was here in the summer of
language skills to A N U employees 1976 that a group of scientists from
who have English as a second lan- France, Norway and ESTEC deguage. If other staff members share cided to take advantage of the first
this interest and concern would they Spacelab flight and propose an
please let us know.
experiment
called
PICPAB
(Phenomena Induced by Charged
Particle Beams).
Wednesday, 7-8.30 pm at Kingsley
The experiment is now complete
St Hall; $10 students, $20 others.
and has been successfully tested in a
Yoga. Monday 1-2 pm; Tuesday large vacuum chamber in Toulouse
6.30-7.30 pm, 8-9 pm; Friday in the south of France. It now awaits
12.30-1.30 pm; at Studio 2, Arts the qualification of the American
Centre; students $1.50 a lesson, space shuttle which will carry the
others $2 a lesson,
Spacelab into a near earth orbit All
international youth tournament
things being well, this will occur in
The PacRim volleyball champion- the middle of 1982.
ships will be held at the A N U
The space shuttle project arose
Sports Union from 16 to 26 August. from a combined N A S A and the
Teams from Canada, Japan, USA, US Department of Defence deciGuam, Korea, New Zealand and sion some years ago to build a
Australia will participate.
reusable space vehicle to place
For details on all these activities satellites in orbit rather than relying
see Carol James (Sports and Physi- on expendable launchers. The
cal Recreation Officer) at the Sports shuttle will be able to place about 15
tonnes in an orbit with an altitude of
Union, or ring on 49 2860.

about 400km. It is manned with a
crew of at least three whom it will
return to earth after a week or so in
orbit The return flight will be without power and the shuttle will 'glide'
into the atmosphere and land on a
10km long field. Its landing has
been likened by some to flying a
brick.
In the next decade or so there
will be about 500 flights of the
shuttle, a third of which will be
available for non-military experiments.
The Space Laboratory (Spacelab) itself it being built by a European consortium and consists of a
pallet section on which experiments
are mounted, and a module section
allowing the experimenters to work
in a shirt sleeve environment Data
from the experiments are telemetred
from the Spacelab, via a communication satellite, to various ground
stations. This is necessary as the
orbital velocity of the shuttle is
about 7 km per second, so that it
completes an orbit every hour and a
half and therefore cannot always
communicate with the same ground
station.
The experiment PICPAB is designed to investigate the ionized
environment of the earth. To this
end, charged particle beams of electrons and ions will be propagated
through the ionosphere and magnetosphere and the results measured by
electric and magnetic antennae, plus
particle analysers mounted a few
metres away from the electron and

ion guns on the pallet
In the past many rocket experiments have shown that it is possible
to propagate an electron beam
hundreds of thousands of kilometres
through the magnetosphere of the
earth. This surprised many plasma
theorists who said that the beam
would be dissipated after a few kilometres. There was consequently a
great upsurge in theoretical work
which has now progressed a little
along the road to understanding this
phenomenon. PICPAB will be the
first experiment which is fully instrumented to measure the environmental response to the beams even
down to a period less than one
thousandth of a second.
Apart from the basic science, we ,
may be able to use the ion beams as
means of communication from one
hemisphere to another without relying on radio communication.
I have been involved with this
project since its inception and have
been co-experimenter with the
French
group
(Centre
de
Recherches en Physique de I'Environment Terrestre et Planetaire)
at Orleans, working on the ion gun.
Until recently I had been working in Munich and visited Orleans
every month to work with Daniel
Henry, the project scientist for the
ion gun. I must have travelled between Munich and Paris at least 20
times on the Orient Express and
those who hold romantic illusions
about this train had better forget
them! Perhaps sitting up in the
Overland between Melbourne and
Adelaide is worse but it would be a
close thing.
Here in Australia we are building
a large plasma device in the Plasma
Research Laboratory, Research
School of Physical Sciences, under
the guidance of its Head, Dr S.M.
Hamberger, to help understand
some of the phenomena induced by
the beams. Before he came to Canberra, Dr Hamberger was responsible for several fundamental experiments in this field at the Culham
Laboratory in England. (See ANU
Reporter 14 July 1978).
Our team of plasma physicists
will be working on the fundamental
properties of plasmas, both for
fusion and for space. We will be
working in collaboration with the
Orleans group on the PICPAB data
and using our own large plasma
experiment to test various theories
and perhaps to point the way to new
space experiments.
In a future edition of the Reporter,
I hope to report on another experiment with which we are associated
This space experiment will produce
a glowing cloud of gas at a distance
of 50,000km from the earth which
should be visible to the naked eye
from Australia. All would-be
prophets will be able to predict the
appearance of a new star in the
heavens glowing over the humble
Plasma Research Laboratory at
ANU.

Yencken Memorial
Lectures
Professor F.H. Hinsley, Master of
St John's College, Cambridge, and
Professor of the History of International Relations in the University
of Cambridge, will give this year's
Yencken Memorial Lectures.
The general title will be 'DecHne
and Fall of the Modem International
System'. The two lectures will be
entitled respectively 'The modem
pattem of peace and war' and 'The
rejection of war'.
The lectures will be held in the
Huxley Lecture Theatre at 5.30 pm
on Tuesday 26 August and Wednesday 27 August
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On the campus

Left Ms Glen Gloster, a student of Planning and Design at the Canberra
College of Advanced Education, was recently awarded the prize of $150
offered by University House for the best design for the new Western Garden.
She is seen here receiving the prize money from Mr A. A. Robertson, Head
of Buildings and Grounds Division, who chaired the committee to select the
building design. The new Western Garden will have pleasant outdoor
seating and barbecue facilities and will provide an attractive entrance to the
Cellar Bar and Western Annex Pictured, from I to r, Professor Ralph
Elliot, the Master of University House; Ms Gloster, Mr Robertson; and Dr
A.B. Roy, Deputy Master of the House. Above is the winning design
prepared by Ms Gloster.

Briefly . . .
Australia-New Zealand confei^
ence. Members of the public are invited to attend the Australia-New
Zealand Economic Relations conference to be held in the Coombs LT
from 12 to 14 August (see article on
p. 1). There is no registration fee.
The conference dinner will be held
in the Hall of University House on
Tuesday 12 August at 7.15 pm.
Limited numbers of dinner tickets
are available for $25 each. Sets of
conference papers will be available
in advance for $35 each for which
advance orders may be placed with
the Conference Officer, Mary
Brander, ext 4409 or 4580.

Above: 'Town and gown' came closer together when the recently formed National Women's Club of
Australia (NWCA) held its inaugural dinner this month at the University Staff Centre. The dinner was attended
by about 150 women. The Club aims at providing a social centre for women for recreation, refreshment, and
meeting facilities. The Club has come to a commercial arrangement with the Staff Centre to have the use of
certain areas on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings. The Staff Centre has offered the Club members the
same privileges as enjoyed by other Staff Centre members.
Below: Professor John Molony is seen here conducting a tutorial for senior secondary school students from
Canberra and surrounding districts. The tutorial was part of a special three-day history conference held at ANU
to introduce students to the teaching and learning processes in universities and to demonstrate how history is
taught About 250 students and teachers participated in the lectures and tutorials organised by the University's
Department of History, Arts. It is expected that a similar conference will be held next year.

AWEA

Forum. The opportunity for staffstudent dialogue on campus has improved recently by the introduction
of a series of meetings under the title
of Forum. The meetings are held
every Thursday at 1-2 pm in Copland G7. Some recent subjects discussed were the Environmental
Movement and Transcendental
Meditation. The next series presented for discussion will include
Politics, Football and Liberation
Movements. Further inquiries to Mr
Chris Blunt, ext 3787.
Science teachers. The 29th Annual
Conference of the Australian
Science
Teachers
Association
(CONASTA) will be held in the
Haydon-Allen Building, ANU, from
1 to 5 September 1980. Conference
theme is 'The Student and Science'.
Registration fee for the conference is
$30 for ASTA members ($45 for
non-members). There is a $5 discount for registering before 10 July.
Further information from Mr Robin
Groves, tel (062) 58 2564.
ANZAAS. Australian and New
Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science in association with ANU is presenting a
selection of films from the 17th
ANZAAS International Scientific
Film Exhibition. The films will be
shown at the Leonard Huxley Lecture Theatre in the Computer Services Centre (adjacent to JCSMR)
on Monday and Tuesday 11-12
August at 8 pm.
Information retrieval services.
From 1 July the Library has been
offering increased access to retrospective computer based bibliographic information retrieval services in the sciences as an exten-

sion to the existing MEDLINE and
BIOSIS services. The new services
will cover a wide range of science
data bases offered by the Lockheed
DIALOG Information Retrieval
System in California, USA, and will
be available through terminals located in the Life Sciences and Medical Sciences Libraries.
Unemployment A panel discussion
on unemployment will be held at
Ursula College on Thursday 7 August at 8 pm. Members of the panel
will include — Senator John Knight,
Mr Ken Fry, two social workers and
two unemployed people. All are
welcome.
Films. The Sixth Canberra Film
Festival will be held from Friday 29
August to Saturday 6 September. In
all 24 feature films will be shown —
all for the first time in Canberra.
Sessions will be held in the University's Coombs LT. Further inquiries to Rae Mann 81 3725.
NARU. From Tuesday 8 July 1980
ANU's North Australia Research
Unit moved into new office accommodation at CSIRO Darwin
Laboratories, McMillans Road,
Berrimah, Darwin. The Unit's new
telephone number is Darwin
84 3611. NARU's postal address
and telex number remain unchanged
Counselling. The Annual Report of
the University Counselling Services
for 1979 is available for any interested person to read. If you would
like to see a copy please contact Jill
Hardy on ext 2442.
Academic vacancies. Members of
staff are reminded that details of
academic vacancies at other Australian universities are kept on file in
the Academic Staffing section as
they are received. Interested persons may obtain further information
from Room 212, Second Floor, The
Chancelry.
Neutral Australia? The third and
fourth lectures in this series will be
given by Dr Coral Bell and Professor Noel Butlin on 29 July and 5
August respectively. The two earlier lectures were given by Dr Robert O'Neill and Rev Ian Williams.
The lecture series is based on an
article 'Defence: an argument for
neutrality' by Professor Butlin,
which appeared in the Canberra
Times on 22 May. The forthcoming
lectures will be at 12.40 pm in the
Friends Meeting House, Condamine and Bent Streets, Turner.

HBIiiiii
Ciassifleds are limited to a maximum
of 14 words each on a first come first
served basis. Closing date for the next
edition is noon on Thursday 7 August
All advertisements must be typed or
written legibly and sent to University
Information, 28 Balmain Crescent
Advertising in the Reporter is restricted
to A N U staff, students and members of
Convocation.

Accommodation available
Graduate House flat from 1 September
to 30 October, $17 pw, Jim Stockton
493038.
Macquarie, 3 bedr townhouse, mid-Aug
to end-Feb, fully furnished, no bus
change to ANU, walking distance to
Jamison, Belconnen, $65 pw, 3414/
514070.
Watson, separated father wishes to share
with similar mid-30s. 633127.
Accommodation wanted

For sale

House/flat to rent at coast, 20 December to 30 January, reasonable rent.
474381.

ACI Pink Batts, rate 2, 7 packs in stock
(12 batts in one pack) at $10 per pack,
Elisha Chan 49 2997.

Small house or garden flat, furnished or
unfum, for responsible staff member.
Will caretake, 2503.

Alum fly screen door $10; Swedish roof
rack $20; skis, 2 pairs, new, 185 cm.
Blizzard Rossignol, Marker bindings
$75 ea. 3538/511549.
Bicycle, Raleigh, fully imported, 3 gears
$95; sewing machine, Elna Lotus $199,
2056.

3 bdr house for sabbatical visitor, inner
city area for 1 year from 1 August, 4321.

Canoe, Canadian twin $450; upright
piano $1000; Subaru rear sunshield
$35; bed & mattress, 2'6" $30,
3538/511549.
Corona Se, 1975 Toyota, 4-door,
61,500 miles, auto, 3/81 reg, exc cond,
tyres, must sell by 26/8, $3750 ono,
4449/2403 Cartwright.
Datsun, 1969, tyres, battery, etc, in good
cond, goes well $950; 8/super 7 film
projector %30\ film editor %\0\ black and
white tv. (as new) $50; electric blanket
(double) $10. Peet4347.
Datsun 200B, 6 weeks old, must sell,
$5800 ono, Carol Whatman 3013.
Dining suite, Parker, teak, seats six,
$300 ono. 4460/491081.
Dungeons and Dragons books and scenario packs for sale, David, Room 223,
Burton Hall.
Durst M300Enlarger, 3.5 lens, masking
frame, copymg attachment, Paterson
Enlarging Computer, $125 the ot, 2819/
881261.
Falcon, 1970, reg 7/81, 6 cyl, v good
cond, owner going overseas, available 25
August, $1000 ono. 823480.
Fiat 850, economical, good cond, offers,
Willie 2267/476241.
Ford Capri, 1971, manual, 61,000
miles, exc cond, $1500 ono. 2836/
3640.
Holden HR, s/wagon, N S W reg till
April 81, $350 ono. 2633.
Holden Kingswood, 1971, good cond,
owner going abroad, $1000 ono, Thompson 492859.
Honda Prelude, 1979, one owner, exc
cond, elec sunroof, air cond, radio,
petrol miser, $8500 ono, 476344bh/
862952ah.
Ice axe $20; walking boots, size 8, $10;
gum boots $2; cavers hard hat $3; sleeping bag $60; surfboard $10; tyre pump
$3; skateboard $5; camera flash $10;
clothes iron $5; drying horse $4; electric
heater $5; socket set, inch fractions, Jim
Stockton 493038.
Ladies Italian boots, size 36(6), light
tan, low heels, next to new condition,
Ruth 4670/545977 ah.
Mazda ISOOss, 1970, good cond, $1200
ono. Billy So 3173.
Renault 12, 1971, 9 mths reg, 56,000
genuine low mileage, locally owned and
serviced since new, $1500 ono, 4661.
Simpson automatic washing machine,
good working cond, $40 ono, 950671
evenings.
Ski boots, $20 pairs, size 7, 476344 bh/
862952 ah.
Skis, X-C Trysil Knut (wooden), rat trap
bindings, 190 cm, $30, 814540.
Sleeping bag, north face. Ibex, very
warm, lightweight, as new, $250.
814540.
Squash racquets (2), Gray's light blue,
$25, $20; Stellar squash shoes, ladies
5!/2, $10. 958752.
Stereo turntable, audio-reflex, exc cond,
$95 ono, 4276/821294 ah.
Tasco Telescope, Model 6TE-5 Cosmic
complete 3 eyepieces, tripod, finderscope, 3299.
Torana, 4 cyl, 12 mths reg, $550,
2114/480159.
Toyota Corolla, 1973 SE, 1 owner, exc
cond, radio, $2600 ono. 4276/ 821294
ah.
Typewriter, Remington electric (nongolfball), good cond $285; Sony cassette
deck (Dolby) $50, 3508/476769.

Urban Research Unit sem, Mr Ian
MacPhail (Director-General. Dept. of
Local Government, S.A.) — The local
government system, 2 pm, sem rm D
Coombs.
History Arts sem, Mr Peter Love —The
money power: on Labors populist inclinations, 3pm, rm 1133 HaydonAllen.
Psychology sem, Dr M. Burton —Psychological intervention in geriatric settings, 3.30pm, common rm Physics.
Japanese film evening, The Life of
Women in Japan and Ogin — Her Love
and
Faith
(Oginsama),
7.30pm.
Coombs.

Secretarial

Sunday 3 August
The 11th Annual Japanese Language
Speech Contest ACT Finals, 9.30am,
Hall of University House.

Accurate, experienced typist, IBM dual
carriage machine, reasonable rates,
582932.

ANU Film Group, Autobiography of a
Princess (1975) and Belle (France),
1.30pm, Coombs LT.

Essays, theses, etc, typed on IBM golfball by fast, experienced typist, 547659.
Typing done at home, IBM golfball,
experienced, accurate, 884695.

Monday 4 August
Urban Research Unit sem, Mr Peter
Harrison — Planning and land development, 2 pm, sem rm D Coombs.

Typing, IBM golfball, fast, accurate, experienced, reasonable rates, 883892.

Asian Civilizations sem, Tapan Raychaudhuri — to be announced, 2.30pm,
rm 301 Asian Studies.

Typing, IBM self-correcting machine,
10/12 pitch, theses, essays, etc, reasonable rates, fast service, 315109.
Typing, scientific and general, IBM selfcorrecting golfball, V reas rates, 957976.
Word processing: theses, reports, A4
double spaced 85C page (general),
549277.
Miscellaneous
Cleaning, ironing, etc, evenings and
weekends, $5 an hour; babysitting, evenings and weekends, your home or mine,
$2 per hour, 3086.
Instrument repair, service and calibration: temperature, humidity, rain and
water-level recording equipment. Silester
Knedlhans 975886 ah or Ralf 3156.
Moving temporarily? Would like to
lease or provide home for piano, 1-2
years, 412507 ah.
Tennis. Tired of twisting friends arms,
want to play once, twice wkly, nights out,
Mark 824335, fair to good game.
Wanted, Fraser Play Pen, pref rectangular, 821474.
Wanted, Toltoys or similar exercise
wheel, 492169/824986.
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Next closing date for diary items is
noon Thursday 7 August, which covers
the period 21 August-10 September.
Items must be submitted on printed
forms which are available on request
Thursday 31 July
History RSSS sem. Ken Inglis — The
Australian Broadcasting Commission
and its audience 1932-1980, 11am, sem
rm D Coombs.
Philosophy
RSSS,
work-in-progress
sem. Prof David Lewis, Princeton —
Causal decision theory, 11 am, sem rm F
Coombs.
SGS Forum, Dr R Banks — The cult of
politics, 1pm, Copland G7.
MADE sem, Dr S. Jayasuriya, International Rice Research Inst —Multiple
objective programming for low resource
farmers, 2pm, sem rm B Coombs.
Sociology RSSS, sem, Jonathan Kelley
— Economic development and inherited
privilege in the capitalist class: Brazilian
data, 3.45pm, sem rm E Coombs.
Earth Sciences sem, Dr J.W. Delano —
Exploitation of the deep lunar interior
(part 2): nature of the Moon at depths
greater than 300 miles, 4pm, sem rm
Jaeger.
ANU Film Group, Marilyn
Monroe
Films, — The Seven Year Itch (1955)
USA, Bus Stop (1956) USA, 7.30pm,
Coombs LT.
Friday 1 August
Philosophy Arts, work-in-progress sem,
Prof W.D. Joske, University of Tasmania — B.F. Skinner as metaphysician,
10am, rm 2097 Hay don-Allen.

Vulcan hydraflame heater, $40, 476344
bh/862952 ah.

Political Science SGC sem, Chandran
Kukathas (Duntroon) —Hume on interests in politics, 11am, rm 1004 Arts
III.

X country ski 180, boots l^A sizes
approx, 956676.

Department of Chinese and Contemporary China Centre, film screenings.
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Co-ordinator: Dr B. Hong-Fincher —
Commissioner Lin Zexu & Girl
Ranchers, 1 pm. Coombs LT.

Psychology sem. Prof K. Logan —The
future of learning, 3.30pm, common rm
Physics.
Department of Chinese and Contemporary China Centre film screenings,
Co-ordinator: Dr B. Hong-Fincher —
Commissioner Lin Zexu & Girl
Ranchers, 7.30pm, Coombs LT.
Tuesday 5 August
Germanic Languages sem, Colloquium
on Adolf Muschg, 10am, rm 2143 John
Dedman.
Philosophy & Law RSSS, Joint session.
Prof Chaim Perlman (Free University of
Brussels) — On a topic as yet undetermined, 11 am, sem rm F Coombs.
Political & Social Change symposium.
Dominant peasants, 11am, sem rm C
Coombs.
Far Eastern History sem, Dr Colin Jeffcott — Ling-an, the Capital of Southern
Sung, 11 am, sem rm D Coombs.
Economics RSPacS
work-in-progress
sem, C.H. Barlow — The trends in agricultural change: peasant agriculture in a
philosophical and historical context,
2pm, sem rm B Coombs.
Demography sem, G. Jones —Malay
marriage and divorce over three decades,
3.30pm, sem rm A Coombs.
ANU Film Group Wives (1975) Norway and The Stepford Wives (USA),
7.30pm, Coombs LT.
Wednesday 6 August
History of Ideas Unit sen% Prof Ch.
Perelman, Free University, Brussels —
Reflections on Justice, 11 am, sem rm A
Coombs.
Botomy sem, Dr P. Chandler (CSIRO)
— Genetic studies of pea storage protein
genes, 1 pm, sem rm Botany.
Development Studies sem, Dr R M .
Sundrum, Prof M. Neutze and Prof R.G.
Ward — Policy implications of recent
mobility studies, 2pm, sem rm A Combs.
South Asia sem, B.L.C. Johnson —
Problems of regional disparities in mainland south Asia, 3.30pm, rm 301 Asian
Studies.
Linguistics sem, Dr Timothy Shopen —
Theory and Substance for the notion
Developing Speech Community, 4pm,
rm 2135 John Dedman.
Thursday 7 August
Geography sem, Dr Mike Johnstone —
Residential construction and financial institutions in Peninsular Malaysia: a
structural analysis within peripheral
capitalism, 12.30pm, old common rm,
Dedman.
Australian
Federation of University
Women Luncheon, Rudi Kraussman,
playwright, Creative Arts Fellow A N U
— 12.30pm, Burgmann.
SGS Forum, Prof J.N. Molony— Football — the religion of the deep South?
1pm, Copland G7.
Conferring
of Degrees
ceremony,
2.30pm, Canberra School of Music. For
information ext 26'i'i/2229.
MADE sem, Dr R Sinha, University of
Glasgow — Indome distribution, growth
and basic needs, 2pm, sem rm B
Coombs.
Sociology sem. Jack Barbalet —NeoWeberian and Neo-Marxist theories of
class, 3.45pm, sem rm E Coombs.
Medical Chemistry Group sem. Prof L.
Strekowski — 4,4'- and 4,5'-Bipyrimi-

dines. Synthesis and properties, 4pm,
sem rm 1, J C S M R
History RSSS sem, Max Bourke, Director, Australian Heritage Commission —
The Australian Heritage Commission,
4pm. sem rm F Coombs.
Earth Sciences 1980 Hales Lecture, Dr
G.J. Wasserburg, California Institute of
Technology — 4.30 pm, sem rm Jaeger.
ANU Film Group, Mouth to Mouth and
In Search of Anna, 7.30pm, Coombs
LT.
Friday 8 August
Philosophy Arts work-in-progress sem,
Mr Kimon Lycos — Plato and the antirealist, 10am, rm 2097 Haydon-Allen.
Political Science, SGS sem, Dr R M .
Punnett (University of Strathclyde) —
Must governments lose? a British perspective, 11am, rm 1004 Arts III.
Chinese Department and Contemporary China Centre film screenings, Coordinator: DrB. Hong-Fincher — Serf in
Tibet and Artificial Larynx, 1pm,
Coombs LT.
History Arts sem, Mr John Knott —
'Spring Heeled Jack': Hysteria and
social tension in early Victorian Britain,
3pm, rm 1133 Haydon-Allen.
Japanese film evening. Today's Japan
and Yellow Handkerchief (Shiawase no
kiiroi hankachi), 7.30 pm, Coombs LT.
The French Players present Moliere's
"Le Medecin Malgre Lui", entry $3.50
(students and pensioners $2.50), 8pm,
Childers' Street Hall (also 9 August).
Sunday 10 August
ANU Film Group, Animal Crackers and
Day at the Races, 1.30pm, Coombs LT.
Monday 11 August
Chinese Department and Contemporary China Centre film screenings. Coordinator: Dr B. Hong-Fincher — Serf in
Tibet and Artificial Larynx, 7.30pm,
Coombs LT.
Tuesday 12 August
ANU Club for Women coffee morning.
Prof Manning Clark — Reminiscences of
the early ANU, 10.15 am, 20 Balmain
Cres.
Philosophy
RSSS,
work-in-progress
sem. Prof David Lewis (Princeton) —
What Puzzling Pierre does not believe,
11 am, sem rm F Coombs.
Political & Social Change sem, Dr B.
Fegan — Changes in Land and Labour
in Central Luzon, 11 am, sem rm B
Coombs.

Issues sem, C. Price — Changes in the
ethnic composition of the Australian
population, 3.30pm, sem rm A Coombs.
Earth Sciences sem, Dr G.J. Wasserburg — title to be announced, 4pm, sem
rm Jaeger.
The 8th Annual Japanese
Evening,
Songs, skits, plays and other live entertainment in Japanese, 7.30pm, Dining
Hall Burton.
ANU Film Group Bushweek Cinethon,
The Muppet Movie, Papillon, Don't
Look Now, The Tall Blonde Man With
One Black Shoe, Goldfinger, The Case
of the Smiling Stiffs, donation $2.50,
proceeds to charity, 8pm, Coombs LT.
Friday 15 August
Philosophy Arts work-in-progress sem,
Dr John Bishop, Wollongong University
— The impact of causal deviance on
action theory, 10am, rm 2097 HaydonAllen.
Political Sciences SGS sem, Arthur
Stockwin — The Japanese political crisis
of 1980, 1 lam, rm 1004 Arts III.
Physics SGS lecture. Professor E.T.
Hall — Physics, fakes and forgeries,
4pm, rm 8 Physics.
Japanese Film Evening, Scroll of Time
— A Visual History of Japan and Tales
of Genji (Genji Monogatari), 7.30pm,
Coombs LT.
Sunday 17 August
ANU Film Group, The Canterbury
Tales and Medea, 1.30pm, Coombs LT.
Monday 18 August
Psychology sem. Prof P. Venables —
Topic to be announced, 3.30pm, common rm Physics.
Tuesday 19 August
Philosophy
RSSS
work-in-progress
sem, Stephanie Lewis — Adjudication
and fairness, 11 am, sem rm F Coombs.
Political & Social Change sem, Mr
Mamoru Tsuda — Economic power
groups and Philippine development a
review of the literature, 11 am, sem rm C
Coombs.
Far Eastern History sem, Mr So Keelong — Zayton as an international port
during the Sung and Yuan, 11 am, sem rm
D Coombs.
Biochemistry JCSMR Sem, Dr J. Shine
— Structure of the ACTH/ -endorphin
gene, 1pm, sem rm 1 JCSMR.

Far Eastern History sem, Prof Wang
Gungwu — Ming-Ch'ing studies in
China report, 11 am, sem rm D Coombs.

Economics RSPacS
work-in-progress
sem, S. Asnawi — Rice performance
within an irrigation system: a case study
in West Sumatra, 2pm, sem rm B
Coombs.

Biochemistry JCSMR sem, Dr I.G.
Young — Genetic code and sequence
organisation of bovine mitochondrial
DNA, 1pm, sem rm 1 J C S M R

Demography sem, L. Day, O. Diulio
and L. Ruzicka — Fertility differences in
Australia: a panel discussion, 3.30pm,
sem rm A Coombs.

Economics RSPacS
work-in-progress
sem, R P . Sinha, Glasgow University —
Economic organisation of Chinese agriculture, 2pm, sem rm B Coombs.

ANU Film Group, Faust and Greed,
7.30pm, Coombs LT.

Demography sem. Prof S. Lerner, El
Colegio do Mexico — Theoretical and
methodological issues regarding family
as a category of analysis in population
studies: a case study in rural Mexico,
3.45pm, sem rm A Coombs.
ANU Film Group, Hair and National
Lampoon's Animal House, 7.30pm,
Coombs LT.
Wednesday 13 August
History of Ideas Unit sem. Professor
J. A. Passmore — Art as a source of
truth, 11 am, sem rm A Coombs.
Human Sciences sem, Roland Breckwoldt, farmer of Candelo NSW — Design farm land for wild life, 12.30pm, rm
G12 A.D. Hope.
Botany sem, Mr R Martin — Xanthium seed germination and dormancy,
1pm, sem rm Botany.
Forestry sem, Dr M. Slee — Forestry
and conservation requirements in Northern Vietnam, 1 pm, rm 4 Forestry.
South Asia sem, Y. Yadav — Great
Andamanese: inhabitants of the Strait
Island of Andaman Islands, 3.30pm, rm
301 Asian Studies.
Linguistics sem, Dr Tony Diller — Definiteness in Assamese, 4pm, rm 2135
John Dedman.
Thursday 14 August
History RSSS sem, John Ritchie —
Sources in Britain for Lachlan Macquarie's life and career before 1810,
11 am, sem rm D Coombs.
Geography sem, Dr John Eyles, Queen
Mary College London — Changing conceptions of urban health in research and
practice, 12.30pm, old common rm Dedman.
SGS Forum discussion panel. So you
think you are liberated? 1pm, Copland
G7.
Demography
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Wednesday 20 August
University House drawing room luncheon, speaker to be announced,
12.30pm.
Botany sem, Ms S. von Caemmerer — A
link between the biochemistry of leaf
photosynthesis and actual gas exchange,
1 pm, sem rm Botany.
Urban Research Unit sem, Mr Malcolm Latham, N C D C — formerly of the
Auckland Regional Planning Authority
— Regional planning in Auckland, 2pm,
sem rm E Coombs.
South Asian sem, P. Kauffman —
Changes in the oral literature of the
Bhils, 3.30pm, rm 301 Asian Studies.
Linguistics
— Syntax,
Johor-Riau
2135 John

sem, Dr Geoffrey Benjamin
society and speech-levels:
Malay and beyond, 4pm, rm
Dedman.

iiiiiiiiif
The Asthma Foundation of Victoria travel grant, closing date 22
August. Further information from
Mr D.H. Fraser, ext 3692.
Australia/China
teacher exchange
scheme 1981/2, closing date 22
August. Further information from
Department of Education, PO Box
826, Woden.
Queens Fellowships in Marine
Science, closing date 1 August 1980.
For further information contact Suzanne Daroesman, Graduate Students Section, Chancelry Annex,
ext 4033.

